
YEAR 11
Performing Arts

1.1 Key words
Pitch / Pace / 
Pause / Accent / 
inflection / volume 
/ emphasis / 
articulation / 
projection / Facial 
expressions / body 
language / gait / 
posture / gestures 
/ Repetition / 
Climax / Contrast / 
Unison / Canon / 
Motif / research / 
improvisation / 
structure / patterns 
/ levels / directions 
/ spatial design / 
strength / flexibility 
/ Lead and follow / 
mirroring / action 
and reaction / 
contact / formation 
/ complement and 
contrast / 
counterpoint

Notes from the Mark Scheme
You are being marked on your ability to - Select and develop skills and techniques / Apply skills and techniques in a workshops
To reach the highest grades you need to - Demonstrate disciplined and organised development of skills and techniques for performance during workshops and 
rehearsal / Demonstrate considered selection, application and assured use of technical, stylistic and interpretative skills during rehearsal and performance of 
existing repertoire.

Thinking Questions
• Do I know what the 

teacher wants me to 
do?

• Do I know how to get 
the best marks 
possible?

• How do I find more 
information?

• Have I communicated 
everything I wanted 
to?

• Does everyone know 
what I mean?

• Have I included as 
many key terms in 
my writing as 
possible?

• Can I do more 
research on my own?

• How can I extend my 
work?

Key information about the topic
This half term you will be working on 'Audition pieces' from a range of different styles from 

EITHER the dance, musical theatre OR drama discipline, depending on which one you 
choose. You will be developing both solo and group work and will need to find key skills that 

need to be developed and work on these in class, in workshop activities and in your own 
time at home according to skill trackers and planners. The aim of this work is to develop 2 

or 3 specific chosen performance skills in your discipline.

Evidence required
You will need to create 
a lesson, make notes, 
take pictures, complete 
homework, 
maintain working logs..

DANCE
You will look at dance pieces, in a set 
performance style. You will be taught 
choreography from well-known pieces of 
repertoire and will need to be able to reproduce 
these to the best of your ability. You will identify 
key dance skills and techniques that you struggle 
with and create a plan to develop these areas. 
You will take part in workshops and lessons led 
by dance specialists to focus on these areas as 
well as to develop overall choreographic 
understanding.

DRAMA
You will look at drama performance pieces 
from the same style. You will be looking at 
well-known pieces of repertoire and will need 
to be able to interpret these to the best of 
your ability. You will identify key drama 
skills and techniques that you struggle with 
and create a plan to develop these areas. You 
will take part in workshops and lessons led by 
drama specialists to focus on these areas as 
well as to develop overall theatre understandi
ng.







YEAR 11
Performing Arts

1.2 Key words
Pitch / Pace / 
Pause / Accent / 
inflection / volume 
/ emphasis / 
articulation / 
projection / Facial 
expressions / body 
language / gait / 
posture / gestures 
/ Repetition / 
Climax / Contrast / 
Unison / Canon / 
Motif / research / 
improvisation / 
structure / patterns 
/ levels / directions 
/ spatial design / 
strength / flexibility 
/ Lead and follow / 
mirroring / action 
and reaction / 
contact / formation 
/ complement and 
contrast / 
counterpoint

Notes from the Mark Scheme
You are being marked on your ability to - Review own development and performance
To reach the highest grades you need to - Analyse own development and application of skills and techniques, using considered examples to identify strengths and 
set targets for improvement.

Thinking Questions
• Do I know what the 

teacher wants me to 
do?

• Do I know how to get 
the best marks 
possible?

• How do I find more 
information?

• Have I communicated 
everything I wanted 
to?

• Does everyone know 
what I mean?

• Have I included as 
many key terms in 
my writing as 
possible?

• Can I do more 
research on my own?

• How can I extend my 
work?

Key information about the topic
This half term you will be carrying on with work on 'Audition pieces' from a range of 

different styles from EITHER the dance OR drama discipline, depending on which one you 
choose. However, now you will be focused on analysing progress and written evaluation of 

your skills. You will need to develop comprehensive action plans, create milestone 
evaluations and maintain a 'logbook' which reviews your progress in your chosen discipline 

on a fortnightly basis.

Evidence required
You will need to create 
a lesson, make notes, 
take pictures, complete 
homework, 
maintain working logs..

DANCE
You will still look at different dance styles. 
Alongside this learning you will need to maintain 
a logbook which looks at your progress and 
analyses how effectively you are developing your 
key skills. You will need to incorporate a range of 
key terminology and ensure good SPaG and 
presentation throughout as this is being 
submitted as your coursework and is worth 30% 
of your level 2 BTEC qualification.

DRAMA
You will still look at different dance styles. 
Alongside this learning you will need to 
maintain a logbook which looks at your 
progress and analyses how effectively you are 
developing your key skills. You will need to 
incorporate a range of key terminology and 
ensure good SPaG and presentation 
throughout as this is being submitted as your 
coursework and is worth 30% of your level 2 
BTEC qualification.



YEAR 11
Performing Arts

2.1

Key words
practitioner / genre / 

style 
/ characterisation / 
chorus / dynamic / 

exploration 
/ technique 

/  intensity / tempo / 
purpose / motif 

/ unison / canon / 
movement memory / 
precision / isolation / 
mirroring / phrase / 

gesture / rhythm 
/ speed / direction / 
travelling / theme / 

timing / instrumental 
/ level / direction / 

stillness / elevation / 
facial expressions / 

body language / 
proxemics / staging 

/ stimulus / 
practitioner / vocal 
skill / pitch / pace 

/ pause / volume / 
projection / genre / 
style / atmosphere / 

blocking / 
characterisation / 
chorus / dynamic 

/ dialogue / emphasis

Notes from the Mark Scheme
You are being marked on your ability to - Understand how to respond to a brief. Select and develop skills and techniques in response to a brief. Apply skills and techniques in a 
workshop performance in response to a brief. Evaluate the development process and outcome in response to a brief
To reach the highest grades you need to – Demonstrates effective exploration of ideas and use of influences in response to the brief. Makes secure connections between the 
selected skills and techniques and the brief. Fluent and balanced evaluation of the group development process and outcome, with comprehensive links to the brief.

Thinking Questions
• Do I know what the 

teacher wants me to 
do?

• Do I know how to get 
the best marks 
possible?

• How do I find more 
information?

• Have I communicated 
everything I wanted 
to?

• Does everyone know 
what I mean?

• Have I included as 
many key terms in 
my writing as 
possible?

• Can I do more 
research on my own?

• How can I extend my 
work?

Key information about the topic
This half term will be looking at how we devise work to meet the needs of a brief. Your 

'EXAM' this year is based on creating performance work that meets certain set 
requirements such as a theme, an audience and a purpose. All the exam elements focus on 
your ability to create work that meets the aims and needs laid out in the brief and so you 
need to know how to read these, break down key elements, and then develop work that 

keeps these aims and needs at the forefront.

Evidence required
You will need to make 
notes, take videos, 
complete homeworks, 
write essay answers.

Brief examples
You have been commissioned by a national charity that supports disadvantaged children and young 
people. You have been asked to contribute, as performers, to a new fundraising campaign. This campaign 
will include performance work that will explore ways to improve the lives of disadvantaged children and 
young people across the country. The charity has set the stimulus for the performance as: ‘Blank canvas’

You have been commissioned by your local Primary Care Trust (PCT) to contribute to a new performing arts 
health education project. This project aims to explore health education messages to improve the health 
and well-being of people living in your area. They have set the stimulus for the performance as: ‘Too good 
to be true’

You have been asked by your local council to contribute to the opening of the new Community Centre. As 
this is a new centre they have set the stimulus for the performance as: ‘Time changes everything.’



Ideas Log



Skills Log



Evaluation
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2.2

Key words
practitioner / genre / 

style 
/ characterisation / 
chorus / dynamic / 

exploration 
/ technique 

/  intensity / tempo / 
purpose / motif 

/ unison / canon / 
movement memory / 
precision / isolation / 
mirroring / phrase / 

gesture / rhythm 
/ speed / direction / 
travelling / theme / 

timing / instrumental 
/ level / direction / 

stillness / elevation / 
facial expressions / 

body language / 
proxemics / staging 

/ stimulus / 
practitioner / vocal 
skill / pitch / pace 

/ pause / volume / 
projection / genre / 
style / atmosphere / 

blocking / 
characterisation / 
chorus / dynamic 

/ dialogue / emphasis

Notes from the Mark Scheme
You are being marked on your ability to - Evaluate the development process and outcome in response to a brief.
To reach the highest grades you need to show - Assured evaluation of individual contribution to ideas, development and outcome. Fluent and balanced evaluation of the group 
development process and outcome, with comprehensive links to the brief. Provides perceptive ideas relating to strengths for further development.

Thinking Questions
• Do I know what the 

teacher wants me to 
do?

• Do I know how to get 
the best marks 
possible?

• How do I find more 
information?

• Have I communicated 
everything I wanted 
to?

• Does everyone know 
what I mean?

• Have I included as 
many key terms in 
my writing as 
possible?

• Can I do more 
research on my own?

• How can I extend my 
work?

Key information about the topic
This half term will be looking at how the write LOGS and EVALUATIONS. Your exam this year 
is based on creating performance work that meets a brief. But 42 of the 60 marks are on the 

written elements of the IDEAS LOG, SKILLS LOG and EVALUATION. We will therefore be 
looking at how to structure these, develop ideas, make good notes for the timed write 

ups, include key terminology and ultimately get the best possible marks in these key areas.

Evidence required
You will need to make 
notes, write logs and an 
evaluations.

What does the examiner like?
IDEAS LOG - The stronger responses had been written after some initial exploration had taken place, but early enough in the 
development process where ideas were fresh in learners minds. Learners could therefore articulate the ideas they had exploredand 
justify the selection of ideas, in line with their interpretation of the given brief. In more successful responses, learners gave clear 
descriptions and explanations about how their work/ideas were influenced by relevant practitioners. Where responses cited 
professional practitioners as an influence and then were able to link the practical development to this influence, it showed a greater 
depth of understanding.
SKILLS LOG - Good Skills Logs highlighted techniques and skills used within the performance and how individuals and groups had 
developed these skills within rehearsal, discussing why they were used and how they related to their ideas and to the brief. Better 
responses went into more detail regarding a learner’s own skills and how their own skills impacted upon their performance. Learners 
identified very specific vocal and/or physical skills using technical vocabulary and described how they improved them or applied them 
to the work to further the artistic aims of the piece and communicate issues linked to the brief. They also explained how they 
independently developed their own skills and monitored improvement.
EVALUATION - In better responses, learners gave more detailed insight into the strengths and weaknesses of themselves as individual 
performers but also to the work as a whole. Importantly, they went on to discuss what they would improve in the future and how 
they would change things. Reflection on the success of the response to the brief was a through-line in stronger responses.
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3.1

Key words
practitioner / genre / 

style 
/ characterisation / 
chorus / dynamic / 

exploration 
/ technique 

/  intensity / tempo / 
purpose / motif 

/ unison / canon / 
movement memory / 
precision / isolation / 
mirroring / phrase / 

gesture / rhythm 
/ speed / direction / 
travelling / theme / 

timing / instrumental 
/ level / direction / 

stillness / elevation / 
facial expressions / 

body language / 
proxemics / staging 

/ stimulus / 
practitioner / vocal 
skill / pitch / pace 

/ pause / volume / 
projection / genre / 
style / atmosphere / 

blocking / 
characterisation / 
chorus / dynamic 

/ dialogue / emphasis

Notes from the Mark Scheme
You are being marked on your ability to - Understand how to respond to a brief. Select and develop skills and techniques in response to a brief. Apply skills and techniques in a 
workshop performance in response to a brief. Evaluate the development process and outcome in response to a brief.
To reach the highest grades you need to use the Component 3 booklet that Mrs H has given you and look at the skills and techn iques needed, the mark schemes, previous 
examiners reports and notes on 'how to do well'.

Thinking Questions
• Do I know what the 

teacher wants me to 
do?

• Do I know how to get 
the best marks 
possible?

• How do I find more 
information?

• Have I communicated 
everything I wanted 
to?

• Does everyone know 
what I mean?

• Have I included as 
many key terms in 
my writing as 
possible?

• Can I do more 
research on my own?

• How can I extend my 
work?

Key information about the topic
This half term is you BTEC Tech Performing Arts EXAM!

You will have 8 hours to create your performance work to meet the needs of the brief. You 
will then have 1 hour to write your SKILLS LOG (up to 600 words, you can take in notes), 1 

hour to write your IDEAS LOG (up to 600 words, you can take in notes), PERFORM your 
piece / presentation and have it filmed, and finally have 1 hour to write your EVALUATION 

(up to 600 words, you can take in notes).

Evidence required
You will need to make 
notes, write logs and an 
evaluation and rehearse 
and perform a piece.

Component 3
Developing ideas in response to a brief • Discuss key requirements and parameters for the workshop performance • Starting 
points that can be investigated and explored practically to generate ideas to inform the response to the brief and the given 
stimulus • The development of ideas for the work • Work effectively as a member of the group
Selecting and developing skills and techniques in response to a brief • Skills and techniques of the individual performer e.g. 
vocal, physical. • Skills and techniques of the performers as a group. • Skills and techniques of the designer. • The styleand/or 
genre of the work. • The influence of selected practitioners. • Appropriate skills for the target audience. • Take part in skills 
development classes or workshops. • Take part in the rehearsal process, including individual preparation and group 
rehearsals.
Contributing to a workshop performance • Performance skill use • If performing, demonstrate and sustain performance • 
Communicating effectively with other performers • Taking part in final group preparations  • If designing, ensuring that the 
realised designs are appropriate for the workshop performance and performers. • Take part in/contribute towards a 
performance for an audience. • Communicate ideas and intentions effectively to an audience.• If designing: present ideas to 
an audience
Evaluating the development process and workshop performance outcome • Contribution to initial ideas and exploring 
activities. • Contribution to the development process. • Skills and techniques used. • Contribution to the workshop 
performance outcome.
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